VIRTUAL PAYMENT
SOLUTIONS

Fuel is a full service provider. Our

CONVENIENT – EXPERTS – SOLUTIONS

with powerful, robust payment

Start processing online web
payments quickly and efficiently. Customers can store multiple forms of payment, set-up
recurring billing, auto-pay and
more.
Easy to Integrate Solutions,
because in today’s world,
merchants want to process
payments in their management
software to eliminate manual
posting efforts. Our APIs and
Web services were designed
to integrate with your software
provider with the latest and
greatest technology.

Shortcut links for quick access.
Easy API/Web Services. Automated Batch Processing.

FEATURES: Permission-based security. Brandable templates. PCI-DSS
Level 1. Data Encryption.
Superior research options.
General and custom reports.

• Convenience Fee Processing
– merchants add a flat fee to
the amount owed by the customer and use that amount to
offset their credit card fees.

Products provide our merchants

solutions. Whether your organization needs an out-of-box, simple
solution or a customized enterprise solution, Fuel Payment

Processing can accommodate

your needs. Virtual solutions are
great for E-Commerce Mer-

chants, Billing offices, dance

studios, Health Care Providers,

Education, Orthodontists, Attor-

ney’s, Chambers, Fulfillment and

shipping companies (just to name
a few).

For more information, contact
844-344-5793

sales@paymentfuel.com

MULTIPLE PAYMENT
OPTIONS
Our payment-processing
platform has the ability to
process multiple types of
payment methods. Merchants
and integrated software providers can have the flexibility of
using one or more of the
following options:
• Traditional Processing –
merchants pay the credit card
processing fees.

CONSUMER PORTAL

Our PCI Compliant, Consumer
Portal empowers your organization to allow clients to login, view
their invoice, and pay their bill.
Your organization can control
what the consumer sees by
automatically or manually uploading an invoice file into our system.
We can also work with APIs/Web
Services. It’s the perfect solution
for all of your online payment
needs.

VIRTUAL PORTAL

Need something that will accelerate your receivables? Our Virtual
Terminal enables your customer
service reps to take ACH and
Credit/Debit Cards in real-time,
thus accelerating your review. In
addition to one-time payments,
this allows you to setup recurring
or custom payment plans.

HOSTED WEB FORM /ONLINE PAYMENT PAGE

For organizations that need a
simple online payment page that
can be pre-populated with information, including an amount, we
have the solution. Our online
payment page can be branded
with your logo and colors, customized with your disclaimer and
instructions and attached to your
website or integrated with your
software for a plug and play
online payment solution.

CUSTOM DROPDOWNS AND
DATA FIELDS
Our online and virtual terminals
can be customized to match your
department or category needs.
When your customers select a
department, we can create
dynamic data fields that enable
your customers to enter the
specific information that you are
trying to capture.

PAYMENT WIZARD

Often times, customers want to
pay for multiple items in one
online payment. Our Payment
Wizard allows customers to
select items and add them to a
cart. Once they have selected all
items that they want to pay for,
they can simply “Checkout.” The
Payment Wizard will combine all
of the items and process them in
one lump sum while breaking out
the details of the items that were
paid for in our reporting section.

MASTER LOGINS

Are you a merchant with multiple
accounts? Need a platform that
allows you to login ONCE and
see all of your activity? We have
it. Our products allow an administrator to login to a master
account, view aggregate activity,
and drill down into sub accounts
with one click of their mouse.

CUSTOM /AGGREGATE
REPORTING

Enterprise organizations and
other merchants with multiple
accounts can have their sub
accounts rolled into one main,
aggregate report for quick and
easy reconciling.
We can even customize our
reports to match any format. This
is especially necessary when
integrating our reports back into a
management software provider.
We can match their format
enabling you to upload the report
for automatic posting.

TERMINAL INTEGRATIONS
All of our virtual products are
integrated with VeriFone and
Dejavoo Terminals. In addition,
our system allows you to name
those terminals and then view
each terminal’s transactions in
our reporting system.

NEXT DAY FUNDING / CUSTOM
SETTLEMENT TIMES
Our backend technology has the
flexibility to settle batches at
specific times. If your office needs
to close the credit card settlement
file earlier than normal, we can
simply configure that time in our
system and you are set. By
allowing earlier settlement times,
we can also provide next day
funding.

